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age-1 1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

2

3
BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY & LICENSING BOARD

4

5
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x
In-the matter of: :

6 .

TEXAS UTILITIES ELECTRIC :
7 j

COMPANY, et al. : Docket Nos. 50-445 l

: 50-446 I8
(Comanche Peak Steam Electric :

9 Station, Units 1 and 2) :
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x

10

II- Glen Rose Motor Inn
Glen Rose, Texas

12
|

13 July 19, 1984
O

14

Deposition of: CECIL MANNING,
.15

called for examination by counsel for the Applicants,
,,

taken before Marilynn Nations, Court Reporter,
37

18 beginning at 9:45 a.m., pursuant to agreement.
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- 2 On behalf of the Applicants Texas Utilities Electric
Company, et al.:

3

LEONARD W. BELTER, ESQUIRE
4 Bishop, Liberman, Cook, Purcell & Reynolds

- 1200 Seventeenth Street, Northwest
f5 Washington, D.C. 20036

'
. 6 On behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff:

7 GREGORY A. BERRY, ESQUIRE
- Office of the Executive Legal Director

8 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555'

9

- 10
' On behalf of the Intervenor Citizens Association for
Sound Energy:

It' ANT 110NY Z. ROISMAN, ESQUIRE
Executive Director

" ~

12 Trial. Lawyers-for Public Justice, P.C.
2000 P Street, Northwest, Suite 611

:13 Washington, D.C. 20036
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3 CECIL MANNING MR. BELTER: 61,503
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- 1 P R0C E ED I NG S

2 Whereupon,

3 CECIL MANNING

4 took the stand and, having been first duly sworn, was

5 examined and testified as follows:

6 EXAMINATION

7 BY MR. BELTER:

8 Q Would you state your name please?

9 A Cecil Manning.

10 Q And what is your present position, Mr.

11 Manning?

12 A I am the Non-ASME Training Coordinator,

13 at Comanche Peak.--s
i

'' 14 Q llow long have you had this position?

15 A Since September of 1982.
.

16 Q In that position, are you responsible for

17 maintaining records for the training of onsite QA/QC

18 personnel?

19 A Yes, sir, I am. For the non-ASME QC '

20 people,

21 Q Could I have marked as Manning Exhibit I,

22 a 13 page document, the first page of which has the titic

23 Introduction to Quality Assurance and Quality Control.

24 (The document referred to was

25 marked as Manning Exhibit 1

~, for identification.),

_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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1 BY MR. BELTER:

2 Q Mr. Manning, would you take a look, please,

3 at Manning Exhibit I?

4 (Witness perusing document.)

3 Do you recognize that, Mr. Manning?

6 A' Yes, sir, I do.

7 Q And what is it, sir?

8 A It's a transcript of the slide presentation

9 that we give to all new hires.

Ict me back up for a moment.10 Q And is this --

1: Is there a portion of orientation that is

12 given to all QA/QC inspectors, both ASME and non-ASME?

13 A Yes, sir there is.
-s

'

''';
14 Q And what does that consist of, sir?

15 A It consists of six slide carousels in

16 conjunction with a cassette tape presentation --

I'm sorry, go ahead.17 Q And how is the --

I'm sorry. It is presented in a manner18 A --

19 that the slides will stop periodically to allow the

20 employee to work in a workbook we also give them.

21 Q Is Manning Exhibit Ia transcription of

22 portions of those tapes?

23 A Yea, sir. It is.

24 Q llow long has that series of six tapes been

23 utilized in the indoctrination of QA/QC personnel?

]

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 A Since the beginning of the project.

2 Q When was the first time you saw the

3 presentation?

4 A I first saw the presentation in May of '79.

5 Q And how do you know that it's been shown since

6 the beginnin g of the project?

7 A I have talked with other people that have sat

8 in on it since late '74 or early '75 and have seen the same

9 presentation.

10 MR. ROISMAN: For the record, I'll say the

11 usual magic word here, hearsay.

12 BY MR. B ELTER:

13 Q llav e you performed any other checks to seer.s
1

14 if these slide; tape presentations were shown since the- '

15 beginning of the project, Mr. Manning?

16 A Yes, sir. I spot checked approximately 20

17 packages in our vault to see that all of these had attended

le the class.

19 Q When you say packages, you mean personnel

20 files?

21 A Personnel files, yes, sir.

22 MR. RO1GMAN: Excuse me, I'm unclear how
,

23 the answer is responsive to the question. I thought your

24 question was how do you know it had been shown during the

25 period and his answer was he checked the files and made sure

--

!

. . . . . . . . . . . _ _ _ _
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j 1 that everybody attended -- excuse me -- whatever was shown.

'
2 MR. BELTER: Yon can bring that out in

3 redirect. Tony. I'll ask another question.

4 MR. ROISMAN: I just didn't want the record

5 to be uncicar about that.

6 BY MR. BELTER:

7 Q Is there a notation made in the personnel

8 files that indicates the material that has been shown?

9 A Yes, sir. Each person who attendes a class

10 signs in on a class attendance roster and it is titled

11 Introduction to Quality Assurance / Quality Control.

12 Q And the records of some of these personnel go

13 back to 19757.- s
i

14 A Yes, they do.'

15 Q A're'there p>rtions of the required reading

16 list that are common to all of the non-ASME QC inspector's

17 training?

18 A Yes, sir. There are.

19 Q And what portions would those be, sir?

20 A It's going to be CP/QP 2.0, 3.0, 16.0 and 18.0 ,

21 Q And what are those subjects, sir?

22 A They deal with the Quality Control organization

23 and the reporting of non-conformances and inspection

24 reports.

25 Q Once the general orientation program has been

,3

/

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ __- _________ _ _- -_____ __-_____ _ __-
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._j 1 shown to all QA/QC personnel, is the ASME side of the

2 organization responsible thereafter for the training of their

3 own inspectors?

4 A Yes, sir. They are.

5 MR. BELTER: That's all I have.

6 EXAMINATION

7 BY MR. ROISMAN:

8 Q Mr. Manning, was is the full length of the

is a9 tape, of which this is -- this Manning Exhibit 1 --

10 portion, in terms of how many pages it would make up as

li a transcript, or what's the total elapsed time for it to run?

12 A From start to finish, it runs right at an

13 hour and a half to an hour and 45 minutes.-

'
'~' 14 Q Now does that include the stopping you

15 mentioned earlier, that there were stopping? That includes

16 the stopping?

17 A It can vary a .ittic bit longer-than that,

1 18 depending on how long it takes an individual to do the work

19 in his workbook. The average time is an hour and a half

20 to an hour and 45 minutes.

21 Q And how much of it is not the tape, the

22 pause time while the notebook is being done?

23 A probably about, I would say, half an hour

24 is devoted strictly to the pausing for the workbook.

25 Q llow many employees are usually give n the

, - _

5
,

_.
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1 orientation at the same time?

2 A It can vary. I have given it to as many as

3 20 and as few as one.

4 Q And do you have the employees signify to

5 you, in some way, when they're done with the notebook,

6 so you know when to go on?

7 A Yes, sir. I do.

8 Q And what is the function of the notebook?

9 A Just to reemphasize what they've aircady seen

10 and heard in the slide presentation.

11 Q Do you collect the notebooks from them?

12 A No, sir. They keep them.

. 13 Q So it's not a test, you observe whether they

14 understood it.

15 A No, sir. It's not a test, no sir.

16 Q Now this transcript, that we have, that's

17 marked as Manning Exhibit 1, this in the actual text of

18 theme portions of the tape that are currently now being

19 used for the employees?

20 A Yes, sir.

21 Q And is it your testimony that to the host of

22 your knowledge this is also the text that has been used

23 continuously throughout the plant construction program?

2d A To the best of my knowledge it is, sir.

25 Q And 5. hun does your personal knowledge, with

',
i

\.
.

.
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'# I regard'to it, begin?

2
i. .A May of '79, the first time I sat through it.

3
Q That was when you first came to the site

d and you went through the program yourself?4

8 A Yes, sir.

6
Q ,. Let me direct. your attention to page 4 of

7 Manning Exhibit Number 1, about a third of the way down on

8 the page, there's a sentence that says " Failure to build a

' plant that meets these requirements would cost our clients

10 well over $100,000 per day in lost revenues."

II What do you understand that sentence means?

12 A I interpret it to mean that if the plant's

13 not built to quality standards and requirements, it couldf}
L./ 34 be delayed for modification -- or for rework, causing delay

15 in construction.

16
Q So that what you understand is that if you --

I# that thia' sentence is saying that if you lost a day -- the

I8 plant were delayed for a day in getting its construction

I' completed, it could cost $100.,000 for that day to the
.

, +
.

20 '
*

client?

21 A' Were it set,back a day from original
22 completion?"
23 q y,,,

7d
A Yes, sir.

25
Q And on page 7 of the same document, the

m)~\ *
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1 very last paragraph of the document -- of that page.

2 What did you understand the phrase "And the conservation of

'3- the s'urrounding environment" meant, in the context of that

4 sentence?

5 A I think you probably had to take that

6 whole sentence in context and interpret it to mean that

7 were the plant not a quality plant that there are chances

8 that there could be radiation leaks.
1

9 Q You mentioned that you were the non-ASME

lol training coordin ator at Comanche Peak, is this presentation,

11 that we've just seen, given to any persons other than

J2- non-ASME QA/QC people?

13 A Yes, it is.

'' 14 Q Who are the people who get this?

A It's given to everyone in the QA/QC organiza-15 >

16 tion,.be they what we call the ASME inspectors, or the

'

17 non-ASME' inspectors.

18 Q And when you say in the organization, you mean'

19 in Brown & Root's organization or the whole plant?

20 A Anyone in QA/QC, be they subcontracted,

21 .EBASCO, Brown & Root,. Texas Utilitics, goes through this

22 orientation.

23 -Q And do all the employees see this in the first

24 day or two of their coming to the site?

25 A We try to get it to them within the first

,

E
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(_f 1 60 days. Normally, it's within the first week of their

2 employment there.

3 Q Would you say that every employee would see

4 it -- every QA/QC employee -- would see it by their 60th

5 day?

6 A Definitely.

7 Q And most within the first week, did you say?

8 A Yes, sir.

cnd 1 9

to

11-

12

13jq
A._., y4

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22-

23

24

25
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I Q Are you familiar with the mechanisms'

2 by which it is assured that the person would get back and

3 see the program? How do you know'that y60 get them cll?

4 A I maintain the training records in my

5 office and I have a specific pattern that has to be followed

6 before an inspectorncan be certified, an eye exam, a

7 reading list he has to return to me, and an orientation.

8 Q So that no -- excuse me. Were you

9 finished?

10 A Yes, sir.

Il Q. So that no employee doing QA/QC work could

12 be certified to do work on the plant site until they had

13 gone>through this introduction of quality assurance and

"'' 14 quality control program; is that correct?

15 A I am not going to say no employee. Before

16 he sees it he may, for some reason, be certified before

17 he sees this. But he will see this within his first 60

18 days.

19 Q Now, is this presentation, the one that

20 is marked. Exhibit Manning 1, is that presentation shown to
>-

21 craft personnel?

72 A Not any longer. It used to be.

23 Q Back in what. time frame?

24 A I believe it was stopped somewhere around

25 mid '78, early '79.

> f'

. _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ - - - - _ _ _
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Q Do you know why?

2
A 1 have no idea.

3
Q Who, other than the QA/QC personnel at

4
the plant have this orientation that is marked as

5
Manning Exhibit 17

6
A Tus the quality control / quality assurance

7
personnel now. We show that to everyone in QA/QC, be

8
they inspector, clerk, or management.

9
Q And was the '78 '79 time period when you

10
stopped showing it to any other peopic?

11
A It was at that time stopped by Mr. Yoc Aey's

12
department; like I say, for what reason I don't know.

13
Q I'm just trying to get clear that since

14
that tiac the only people who have been --

15
A No, sir.

16
Q -- regularly seeing it, the QA/QC --

17
A We occasionally for some reason they will

18
put a few craftsmen through it. I say it is occasionally.

19
I know several instances where they have requested that

20
craftsmen attend-it.

21
Q Do you know why?

22
'A No, sir, I do not.

23
r Q And when you say "they" who is "they"?.

24
A It normally comes from Mr. Yockey will call

25
me and tell me he has got somebody that needs to go through

i,
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1: it or his - .Mr. Yockey's training supervisor over there,

2 .or the individual foreman will call me and ask me.
+ '

3 ? -Qf :Andithere'is no,-- you' don't require that

c 1 - -
.

~4 they have some reason or j ustification if they have got

:S -someone wh'o wants to'see it;you will --
6 .A. No, sir. Anybody that wants to see it,

7: .I-will show it'to them.
<

.

.MR. ROISMAN: I have no.further questions.EL

9 MR.' BERRY: I have no questions.

10 MR. BELTER: Let's take a short-break,
a

11 (Short recess.)

XXXXXX? 12- - FURTHER EXAMINATI'ON

' 113~ BY MR. BELTER:7 ,

. 3'
14 Q- Mr. Manning, are you aware of any QC-

' 15 inspectors who h' ave gone-out into the field at the
,

-
.

. ...

16 LComanche' Peak ~ site without seeingJ this-orientation program?.
.

5 '17~ A Since.I have taken over, no, sir.
'

-

18 - I am not aware of any.

~ 19' -Q 'You were present, were you n o t~, when

20 ' Mr.:Yockey; testified about the use'of this presentation ~for
'

,

21 '- some. craft personnel, were you not ?-
,

22 LA .Yes, sir.
,

23- () Prior to the time that you took over as''-

' '24 training coordinator in September 1982 do.you hav2,any

25, . knowledge--as:to who it was and who it was not.shown to ?
. .

.

A_)
'

s

' * -- 4
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A,-

,|i 'h~ I A No, sir, I do not.c

,

12 MR. BELTER: That's all I have.,

.

} '~ '
"3 MR, ROISMAN: Are you offering this in

-

4 eviden'ce? j

.5 / "* 'MR.~BELTER: Y e s'', I am offering this add
'

6 -theicarlier documents.

7.-
'

'

I think we are probably -- we really

: - '

7 8 : haven't made a decision as to what we are going to show the

) 9. . Board. If you wan't the entire tape presentation you may

} 10 have it.

, 11' MR. ROISAMN:
'

. Why don't.we do this. Let's
-

12- put ituin now and I would like to reserve.-- if I feel.

- .13 .it' is necessary I will' make|my _ obj ection ats.
- some later time.

'
s,-
f L

' C'' 14 Butflet's-go ahead and pu't it'in_ subject to that'~

-

115 reservation.'

|
.

16; MR. BELTER: .Sure. And physically, if we1 _|
~

'

se ,

I{- do. bring.it to.the Board I will' bring the entire package-*
,

I becauke:Ifthinkiit.isp } :18J on a separate tape, but mechanically

19 ' i t - 1's l a l l -_ g o i n g to be right there together anyway.<- u
_

H ' M- 420 .MR. ROISMAN: You are: talking now about the-

- 21'- entire-package'that-makes-up the L
' entire Manning Exhibit I?
3
-

_ [ 22 , .MR. BELTER:' 'l e s .
~~

23. 'MR. ROISMAN: As-I| understand it, Yockey. s

7 24 Exh'ib i t11.. is - c omp le te as we'have'it?;..
,

J25 MR.;BELTER: .Yes,~and'1 am glad'you brought""

.. ,

| -

^

] i.

\_6
.

._

b

'

,%

*

d' '"

.c: -
_
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- I that up. Let me just ask one more question to clarify that.

2 BY MR. BELTER:

3 Q Mr. Manning, Manning Exhibit 1 -- correct

4- me if I am wrong - contains the entirety of Tapes 1 and 6

5 and a' portion of Tape 4 '; is that correct?
~

6 .A. Yes, they do.

7 MR. BELTER: Thank you. That's all.

8 (Whereupon, at 10: 15 a.m., the taking of

9' the deposition was concluded.)

10

11

12

13

-i ')
Nm/ 34

15

Cecil Manning
16

17

18
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20
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-

QA/QC Slide Tape 1 g' f/

Quality assurance and quality control are activities vital to the continued
.

'%__,.-

growth and success of Brown & Root. While quality engineering and

construction have been Brown & Root's trademark for many years, the Company

f aces increased demands for quality as it divesifies into the complex and

demanding field of nuclear power. This presentation will introduce you to

the subject of quality assurance and quality control and explain how it

affects Brown & Root's engineering and construction activities.

The U.S. Government has established special requirements which must be

met by companies who design, construct or operate nuclear power plants or

who manufacture or supply items or services for nuclear povar plants. Since

Brown & Root is deeply involved in nuclear power plant design and construction,

it must have a program of quality assurance not just because such a program

helps to maintain the quality of the Company's work, but beca.se federal law
_

) requires it. The primary document issued by the government covering all
,

aspects of nuclear power plant construction is Part 50 of the Code of Federal

Regulations, Title 10 Energy. You will hear frequent reference to this

document as 10 C.F.R. 50. An important addition to 10 C.F.R. 50 was published

as Appendix B, commonly called the eighteen criteria for quality assurance

programs. You will be given a copy of this document to study in order to see

how your job is related to these quality assurance requirements. In addition

to 10 C.F.R. 50 and Appendix B, there are many other documents which establish

guidelines, codes and standards for quality assurance, engineering, procure-

ment and construction, which you will use to interpret the federal guidelines

established in the eighteen criteria of Appendix B. These documents will be

described and explained to you in another part of your training. Now,

let's take a look at the terms " quality assurance" and " quality control."f x
;'

You will hear frequent reference to these terms as "QA" and "QC." Appendix B'~

defines quality assurance as "those planned and systemmatic actions necessary
1
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to provide adequate confidence that a structure, system or component will
( )
~/

perform satisfactorily in service. And in order to insure that all systems,

components and construction activities conform to quality standards, quality

assurance must establish procedures to control the quality. These procedures

include all inspections, measurements and tests which will be performed in

the field. This quality assurance activity of field test and measurements

is called quality control. 10 C.F.R. 50 Appendix B defines quality control

as "those quality assurance actions related to the physical characteristics

of a material structure. component or system, which provide a means to control

quality to predetermined requirements."

As you can see, quality control is a " hands-on" activity. Brown & Root

is required by law to establish and implement a QA prograr. Basically, this

program is a systems approach to effective management. This program must

j- include training plans for personnel and engineering, procurement, construction

and quality assurance. Identification of the safety-related structures,

systems and components to be covered by the program and a complete description

of the methods of controlling the quality of these items.

To support this program, Brown & Root must establish a QA organization

within the Company that is independent of the personnel responsible for costs,

scheduling, engineering, procurement and construction. This must be the case,

since fixed quality standards are set by law. These standards must be

maintained in spite of costs, schedule or other factors. Therefore, members

of the QA organization must have enough authority and freedom of action to

identify problems and to recommend solutions to these problems. In the course

of implementing this QA program, QA is responsible for reviewing procedures

written by engineering, procurement and construction to verify that government,

i

-' regulations and approved codes are followed. In addition, QA must establish
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() measures to ensure that items bought from other companies meet quality

standards even to the extent of requiring vendors and subcontractors to

prepare their own quality assurance program.

Quality control activity cn job sites and at vendors' plants includes

inspections, measurements and tests designed to verify that construction and

components meet required quality standards. QA must also ensure that the

tools, gauges and instruments used in these QC tests and measurements are

properly maintained and accurately calibrated. The quality assurance

program must also include procedures to ensure that proper corrective action

is taken when a component or activity does not conform to quality standards.

The causes of the non-conformance must be identified, the non-conformance

corrected, and action taken to avoid a similar problem in the future.

,' Finally, QA must establish a system of planned periodic audits to verify
,

uj
that the overall QA program is in use and is effective. In turn, Brown &

Root's QA program is subject to audit by our client and by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, the NRC. The job of quality assurance is not only to

verify that materials used meet the codes and specifications, that construction

methods were as prescribed and approved procedures, and that required tests

and inspections have been performed, but also to document these facts for later

audit and reference. Documents pertaining to all aspects of quality assurance

must be carefully maintained and controlled. These documents cover, everything

from designs and procedures through purchasing and personnel training.

Now, let's look at the chain of events which requires Brown & Root to

set up a quality assurance program. First, our client, the owner and eventual

operator of the nuclear power plant must submit to the Nuclear Regulatory
,,

- (v) Commission a Preliminary Safety Analysis Report. Part of a PSAR describes

the quality ascurance program to be implemented in the engineering,
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construction and operation of the plant. If the PSAR is accepted, the NRC

s
grants a construction permit for the plant. Our client delegates to Brown &

Root the task of implementing the approved QA program for those jobs that

Brown & Root is going to do, such as engineering, procurement and construction.

But, this is only the start. Continued implementation of this QA program is

required from design through final construction in order for our client to

receive a license to operate the plant. Finally, then, what is Brown & Root's

responsibility to our client. Simply this -- to design and build a nuclear

power plant that meets both specifications and quality requirements on schedule

and within budget. Failure to build a plant that meets these requirements

would cost our clients well over $100,000 per day in lost revenues. While

QA and QC personnel have broad responsibilities, everyone at Brown & Root

, _ _
,

must cooperate to produce a quality plant. This includes personnel in

i i

\/ engineering, construction, procurement and quality assurance, and at all

levels from clerks and helpers to management. It is important to remember

that quality must be built into a plant, it cannot be inspected in. Brown & Root

builders have been experts in their fields for many years. Their experience

results in knowing many ways of doing a job, including some shortcuts. But

in the business of building nuclear power plants, everything must be done

according to approved methods and procedures. Shortcuts which have not been

approved cannot be used. This is the only way to ensure that each job is

done according to verifiable standards as the NRC requires. Since Brown & Root

is deeply involved in the business of building nuclear power plants, we must

be just as deeply involved in the operation of an acceptable QA program.

This fact is recognized by the Company management. The Executive Vice

'") President for Engineering and Construction has issued a Policy Statement which
~ _j

e

. _ _ _ - . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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acknowledges our responsibility for quality assurance and gives full support,..

k to the QA program. Remember that quality assurance is not really new, it's

just a systems approach to the formal management of the quality engineering

and construction practices that have been used at Brown & Root for many years.>

.

'

.

!

L

i

1
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If the management of any company chooses to view the requirements

for QA as just another bureaucratic requirement, that company will have
~

difficult staying in the nuclear field. If the engineers on the project don't

follow the procedures and comply with the codes, the design will not be

- accepted. If construction project management looks at QA as just a bunch of
''

restrictions which won't allow them to run the project the way they want to,

that project will get into trouble. And, if the workers in the field fail

to follow procedures and to document their work because they think they know

a better way to do it or a short cut, they will get everybody into trouble at

great expense to both their company and the client. To avoid these problems,

Brown & Root has fully committed itself to establishing an effective quality

assurance program. This committment extends from top management to the

laborers in the field.

.

%

fr,
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. '
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Inspection -- how does it function and what purpose does it serve? Quality

control inspection uses examination, observation and measurement as methods

of checking to see how closely fabricated materials and items conform to

! quality requirements. In short, inspection is simply confirming that what

is built is what the engineer specified to meet client requirements.

Inspection involves'more than simply observation. It requires trained and

qualified people so that the production of a quality item can be shown to be

in conformance with engineering specifications. It also requires recording

the verification with the correct and complete documentation so that quality

is assured.

The Federal Government requires that a client assume the overall
_ '\'

k/ responsibility for quality assurance, but he may assign the task of actual

inspecting to others. In any case, the c tstructor himself must be

especially careful in inspecting the quality of his own work. The task

of inspecting to confirm proper construction performance must remain

independent of construction.

Inspecting nuclear facilities creates a special situation because

nuclear jobs must meet the stringent quality standards set forth by the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, federal and state laws and other industry

standards.

Nuclear inspection is important because it contributes toward the

safety of the public that the facility will serve and the conservation
.

of the surrounding environment.

,m

v
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( j In the nuclear industry, confidence is enhanced because the federal

government acts a third party to ensure that nuclear facilities are built

properly.

In the nuclear industry, acceptance criteria are more stringent than

they are in conventional power facilities. Quality standards, however, are

the same.

The owners of the facility must meet quality standards set by the

government and ihdustry to get a license.

Throughout your career in the power industry, whether on a nuclear

site or a fossil job, remember that it is of utmost importance what you

report must be accurate. Even after you have mastered the basics of your

profession and are certified, you must follow precise and rigorous inspection
._

procedures.;
'

j

Errors that seem small may result in costly consequences -- in time,

in money, and possibly lives.

That is why inspection in all industries is important. It gains the

confidence and support of the public.

In your past experience, you have probably witnessed the results of

some of the situations that we will describe here.

In the mechanical area, records lost or improperly completed are

examples of oversights that could have been prevented easily.

For example, a weld number not recorded immediately, but left up to

memory may later be recorded as another weld. All subsequent inspection

and documentation is misleading, because the weld nui 2r is incorrect.

In the electrical area, cable may be inadvertently stretched if the
:.

..) dynamometer is not monitored carefully. Internal damage to the cable may

not be apparent until much later when the facility is in operation,

t
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~(~}-. Problems may arrive in the civil structural area if the documents
b' -

-accompanying a batch of concrete are not checked carefully. A mixture of-

3,000 psi concrete may be mistakenly used in a supporting column that

calls for.4,000 psi concrete. The resulting structural defect may not

develop until much later, when the building is in operation.

A non-destructive examination using radiographic testing devices

will-result in false test results if the proper testing equipment is not

used.'

If surfaces are not prepared properly for coating, contaminants like

rust, oil, dust or water may cause lack of cohesion and subsequent peeling,

cracking or delamination.

Errors like these are considered non-compliances and they may result in

J/"'s, legal ramifications for both the Company and the employee.
V The Code of Federal Regulations says in effect that known deficiencies

that-go unreported are a willful violation of the law, and can make an

individual subject to civil penalty.

Every day that you work on this site, you will be involved in

circumstances in which you may be held accountable. How will you, as an

inspector, handle-these every day situations?

First of all, you must know your work. Be accurate and perform

follow-up inspections.

In addition to these job responsibilities, you must be aware of the

[ extent of your authority and be prepared to handle any situation in a

tactful manner.

Let's look first at the inspector's technical responsibilities. Then

n
.( ) we will talk about his role as a mediator.
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; It is the inspector's responsibility to know the product- that he is
v

examining and to be familiar with the tools of his trade. This means a

knowledge of codes, standards, specifications and drawings,and the appropriate

inspection tools.

He must be familiar with the construction drawings and procedures so

that he knows what items to check and when to check them. The inspector

should be aware of changes in construction procedures prior to inspection.

And from experience, training and doing homework, the inspector must know

quality assurance and quality control procedures so that he will know not

only what to check, but what discrepancies to look for.

It is just as important to be up to date on quality procedures as on

construction procedures. This will be accomplished through ongoing procedural

training.
!

'~'
For the inspection task to be effective, good preparation and good

job performance must be followed up. Confirm immediately that something is

wrong. On the spot verification will save you problems later on.

Verify the situation according to the specification, drawings,

applicable codes and standards, and QA/QC procedures. These documents

are your primary references.
o

You will want to keep in mind that procedures and other documents

are kept right at the jobsite, not in the home office. It is your

L responsibility to work closely with them.

Know the documentation procedure, and follow through with all necessary

documents.

Errors must be identified and corrected immediately because no one

benefits from a mistake -- client, constructor or craftsman. As an inspector,
-

L_
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\--[ you have the responsibility of reporting what you see, and how it~i

* (measures tio the contract specifications.

.Let's|briefly review the inspector's-responsibilities.

JHe'must be familiar with the task.
.

He must know the: tools'and procedures th't went into making the task.2 a

He must know the project's quality inspection procedures.

He must point out non-conformances promptly.

"And he must document.his inspection results.

These five points summarize the inspector's. responsibilities.

As an inspector, you have certain channels of communication to follow

'ifEyou find non-conformance to a procedure. If the work that is in progress

.would. lead to a non-compliance, try to have construction correct the non-
A(,) conformance'so that'they are in compliance with the procedure.

As1an alternative step, you may,take the problem to your QC supervisor.

:In the first case, dealing with construction, be diplomatic and tactful

at all levels. .You are not' construction's boss, nor is construction your boss.

Before : talking with craf tsmen, reach agreement with the discipline

construction supervisors. Develop a working relationship. Make sure the

construction supervisor-does not object to your talking with his workers.

At s'ome sites, the policy is.to work through the foremen, unless

there is an emergency situation. On those sites, use the.following

guidelines in emergency. situations.

Determine that the craftsman is following the orders of his foreman.'

Make your suggestions to craftsman, only suggestions. Be extremely
.

sure your suggestion concerns the procedure and that you, the inspector,-

-~s
:. k'now that1 procedure.-

*
,

#
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Never get into a personal disagreement with construction personnel.m-

Remember that an alternative approach is taking a problem to your

supervisor. Before you do so, talk with the foreman in charge. If he does

not take prompt corrective action, or he cannot produce action leading to

compliance, write a non-conformance report, or when applicable, stop work.

Briefly develop channels of communication within construction.

Cordial communication with the foreman smooths the path. So, get an

agreement on the route you should diplomatically follow, and then follow

that route, using suggestions that will help the final product be in

coniormance with the procedures.

If your tactful approach does not help to untangle a problem, or if

the situation is out of your scope of authority, let your supervisor handle

) the problem.

A situation is out of your scope of authority when it concerns design

or when there is a need for an inspector with another certification specialty,

or perhaps if you believe there is possibly a better way to inspect.

These problems are handled by your going to your supervisor. The

QC supervisor then goes to the QA or construction.

QA and construction evaluate the problem and take action back to

the field or engineering.

If it goes to engineering, engineering evaluates and responds back

to the site.

.The site begins work to engineering's response.

The QC inspector inspects the repair or rework.

This cycle of review ensures that communication will be a two-way

process between site construction, QA and engineering, and QC inspectors

and field personnel.

L
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LWe have examined five of the inspector's responsibilities. And the way

/7 that good working relationships are developed through good communication.,

Q:
:llowever, an inspector's job requires one additional dimension. And

.that d'imension is foresight. Foresight is crucial to your job as an inspector.
,

You.must be alert to potential problems, as well as to existing conditions.

Schedule your work. Be prompt, objective and thorough in your inspection.

'Being sure to coordinate.with construction personnel. Construction and

quality assurance are parts of a team with common objectives. Quality

.cantot be inspected into a product. It can only be built in. And, it is

~ consdruction that carries the basic responsibility for building a quality

planh. You, as an inspector cannot inspect quality into anyone's work,

. but 3ou do have the authority and the responsibility to sign off documentation'

' attesting to the quality of that work. So, aside from knowing the procedures

for your job, remember to be reasonable in your work, but above all else,p)\
'

. maintain the integrity that is needed to establish the facts. In doing this,

.you.will~be contributing to safety and reliability of products and services
~

necessary to developing the power industry. Only then will Brown & Root

be able to provide the client with a quality plant--on time, and at

reasonable cost.

,

''
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